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The DIIIrl<et over the past couple of weeks has begun to show some-very tentative-signs of technical improvement. After 

- reacbing itS all'time-high of 3413;21 on June lsI;-the Dow bouomed at 3274.12 on-June-18th.-That low was successfully tested on July-' _ ,,-
8th at 3293.28, and, at Wednesday's close of 3277.61 , was tested again -with, indeed, a subsequent rally. This series oflows seems to 
be probing the strong support at 3300-3200. Meanwhile breadth has held well above its mid-June level on both July lows. 
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I The decline producing this week's test was ostensibly the result of 
weakness on European DIIIrl<ets, engendered, most recently at least, by 
central bank efforts to support the dollar. Indeed, since late May, London's 
FrSE Index is down 12.4%, and the German DAX is off by 10.3%. These 
drops greatly -exceed the 4.2 % fall of the S & P in May-June to a low 
(400.96) that it finds itself, at the moment, comfortsbly above. 

In simplest terms, this can be seen as nothing more than a 
continuation of the U.S. DIIIrl<et's long-term outperformance of European 
marts, a phenomenon that has been going on since 1987. The table at left 
shows the British, German and U.S. DIIIrl<et averages indexed to make their 

respecltve 1987 highs equal to 100, giving each average's high for 1990, 1991 and 1992, together with yesterday's close. It is apparent 
that, since 1991 at least, the American market has clearly been the better performer. It is interesting that, at Thursday's close, the FrSE 
was actually below its 1987 peak and the DAX not much above it. (The 1987 high for the DnA, remember, was 2722.42.) 

It is not yet, in our view. time to predict 
disaster for the two major European indices, 
despite their recent sharp corrections. In many 
ways, indeed, their patterns are much like our 
own. They have recently posted highs on which 
they have been unable to follow through, 

- """-comparable-to -tbe -June -I---close-above-3400'on-the 
DJIA, and tbey are at th. moment testing prior 
important lows. The London pattern is depicted 
on the 50-point-unit cbart at the right. As can be 
seen, a break below 2300 would be necessary to 
complete a top formation. Such a break has not 
yet taken place. Moreover, as can be seen, strong 
support eXlsts from just below current levels all 
the way down to 2000. 
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14p" ~AN etfAN B1 ~4N 8e PAN 11'1 PAN 90 ~AN 91 ~AN 9? The DAX pattern, shown at left below, is 
not unlike that of London. It did, recently, break 
below a short-term top wben it fell below tbe 1800 FTSE·l00 INDEX 50 POINT 
level, but tbe downside target of that top, at 1600, bas just about been attained. As is the case witb Great Britain (and, for that matter, 
our own market) powerful support is found close to present prices, at 1600-1500. Unlike the case in the U.K., though, tbere remains 
heavy overhead supply left to penetrate from the substantial top formed during 1990. However, more than is the case in London (and 
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also more than with our own indicators) there 
exists an important post-1990 base which indeed 
suggests significantly higher levels-- possibly as 
high as 2400 or 50% above current prices. A 

. break below 1500 would, of course, call this 
pattern into question. 

We have not mentioned the most 
important overseas market--the one which li~ off 
our Pacific rather than Atlantic coast. We sbowed 
a chart of the Nikkei back in March suggesting 
that the then downside breakout (to 20,000) 'looks 
like a killer.' Following today's close around 
15,500, the lowest level since April, 1986, tbe 
chart does not look any better. Indeed the 

disturbing feature of the TokYO DIIIrl<et is the minuscule volume suggesting a terminal decline whicb could be serious and protracted-as 
was tbe case with our own market in 1930-32. Technical work continues to suggest the advisability of approacbing prospective Japanese 
equity investment with extreme caution. 

Dow Jones Industrials (12:00) 
Standard & Poors 500 (12:00) 
Cumulative Index (7123/92) 

3290.31 
411.35 

7444.86 
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